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ABSTRACT

Underwater Sensor network (UWSN) is a powerful technique for aquatic applications and it has become an

ive topic for the networking research. It has wide applications in ocean sampling, environmental

disaster prevorticn, rmdersea exploration etc. UWSN consists of a variable number of sqrsor nodes

vehicles ftat are deployed to perform collaborative monitoring task over a given area .It is a technique used

sending and receiving message below water There are several ways of employing such communication but

Acoustic wave is mainly used, discarding radio networks which are either unpractical or not energy efficient. In

UWSNs, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol has attracted sfong attention due to its potentially large

impact to the overall network performance. Recently the design of energy-efficient MAC protocols have

b,ecome a new research focus because sensor nodes are generally powered by batteries which are less likely to

h recharged due to its higher cost and less replacement feasibility.

ln this project we proposed a scheme to increase the energy efficiency in R-MAC (Reservation-Based

MAC) protocol which is an existing UWSN protocol. Here instead of sending Acknowledgement per burst,

rchowledgement is sent after arrival of last data packet i.e. cumulative acknowledgement. Thus it decreases

confiol packet overhead and energy expenditure, through simulation in Aqua-sim we have verified the

performance of our scheme and found it to be more energy efficient than the RMAC.







CHAPTER 1: UNDf, RWATER SENSOR NETWORK

: INTRODUCTTON:

The wireless sensor networks are composed of enormous number of sensor nodes scattered randomly in the

field. Each smart sensor node is a combination of sensing, processing and communication technologies

so each sensor node is composed of several hardware compon€nts which includes a radio transceiver

with a sinele Omnldirectional antenna), an embedded proc€ssor (one or more microconfollers, CPU,

DSP chips), intemal and extemal memories (progran, data and flash manories), a power source and house

ious sersors (which are the interhce to the physical world and achrators. Basically, each sensor node

ises scring unit whictr sens€s the change of prarneters then sensed elec{rical signals are corverted to

digital domain, which is used as input to the processing unit, the memory helps processing of the tasks'

brnsmission unit consists of fansceiver used for communicating with other sensors or the base stations or

sinks in WSN, mobilizer, position finding systen, and power units (some of these components are optional

lrte the mo'bilizer). The main characteristics of a WSN include:

. Pow€r consumption for nodes using batteries or energy harvesting

. Ability to cope with node failures (resilience)

o Mobility of nodes

. Heterogeneity of nodes

. Scalability to large scale of deployment

. Ability to withstand harsh environmental conditions

. Ease ofuse

. Cross-layer desigxr

The base stations are one or more components of the WSN with much more computational, energy and

commwrication resources. They act as a gateway between sensor nodes and the end user as they typically

forward data from the WSN on to a server. Other special components in routing based networks are routers,

designed to compute, calculate and distribute the routing tables. As compared to other categories of wireless

ndworks, wireless sersor networks possess two firndamental characteristics: multi-hop transmission and

constrained energy sources. In general, data packets from tlre source node need to traverse multiple hops before

they reach the destination. Second since sensors are usually small and inexpensive, they are assumed to have

constrained enerry sources, and any protocols to be deployed in sensor networks need to be aware of energy

usage. These two characteristics have important implications to the fundamurtal performance limiS of wireless

sensor networks.



R-MAC is a random based MAC protocol designed for long-delay underwater sensor networks. In R-MAC,

nodes are synchronized and R-MAC schedules the transmission of confol packets and data packets to void

packet collision completely. The scheduling algorithms allow nodes in the network to select their own

thus loosening the synchronization requirement the protocol. R-MAC avoids data packet collision,

the transmissions of data packets and control packets. It schedules the ransmission of control packets

data packets at both the sender and the receiver. To reduce the enerry oonsumption on idle state and

in R-MAC each node works in listen and sleep modes periodically. In R-MAC each node has three

namely. latency detection, period announcement and periodic operation.

Objective:

The main purpose of this project is to propose an energy efficient MAC protocol for underwater sensor

(UWSN) which will communicate control and data packets efficiently among the deployed sensor

Our proposed scherne is based on Reservation bas€d MAC (RMAC) protocol which is an existing

for UWSN. RMAC acknowledges per burst of data. But our proposed protocol will give

only at the end of commrnication. Thus, improve the chmnel utilization and make the

protocol more enerry efficient.

1.3: UNDERWATER SENSOR NETWORK (UWSN):

Underwater WSNs consist of a number of sensor nodes and vehicles deployed underwater. As opposite to

ftnesfid WSNs, underwater sensor nodes are more expensive and fewer sensor nodes are deployed.

Autonomous underwater vehicles are used for exploration or gathering data from sensor nodes. Compared to a

dense deployment of sensor nodes in a terrestrial WSN, a sparse deployment of sensor nodes is placed

underwater.

Typical underwater wireless communications are established through transmission of acoustic waves. A

challurge in underwater acoustic communication is the limited bandwidth, long propagation delay, and signal

fading issue. Another challenge is sensor node failure due to environmental conditions. Underwater sensor

nodes must be able to self-configure and adapt to harsh ocean environment. Underwater sensor nodes are

quipped with a limited battery which cannot be replaced or recharged.

A reference architecture for two-dimensional underwater networks is shown. A group of sensor nodes are

mchored to the bottom of the ocean with deep ocean anchors. By means of wireless acoustic links, underwater

sensor nodes me intercormected to one or more r:nderwater sinks (uw-sinks), which are network dsvices in

charge ofrelalng data from the ocean bottom network to a swface station.



To achieve this objective, uw-sinks are equipped with nvo acoustic fansceivers, namely a vertical and a

transceiver. The horizontal transceiver is used bv the uw-sink to communicate with tlre sensor nodes:

i) Send commands and configuration data to the sensors (uw-sink to sursors)

ii) Collect monitored data (sensors to uw-sink).
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Fig l.l : Architecture for 2D Underwater Sensor Networks

The vertical link is used by the UW sinks to rclay data to a surface statiur- Vertical ransceivers must be

lmg range transceivers for deep water applications as the ocean can be as deep as l0 km. The surface station is

equipped with an acoustic transceiver that is able to handle multiple parallel commrmications widr the deployed

uw-sinks. It is also endowed with a long range RF and/or satellite transmitter to communicate with the onshore

sink (os-sink) or to a surfac€ sink (s-sink).Sensors can be connected to uw-sinks via direct links or ihrorgh

multi-hop paths. In the former case, each sensor directly sends the gathered data to the selected uw-sink. This is

the simplest way to network sensors, but it may not be the most energy efficient, since the sink may be far from

the node and the power nec€ssary to transmit may decay with powers greater than two of the distance.

Furthennore, direct links are very likely to reduce the netwo* throughput because of increased acoustic

interference due to high transmission power.
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In case ofmulti-hop paths, as in tenestrial sensor networks, the data produced by a source sensor is relayed

intermediate sensors until it reaches the uw-sink. This results in urergy savings and increased network

but increases the complexity of the routing functionality as well. In fact, every network device usually

part in a collaborative process whose objective is to diffirse topology information such that efficient and

free routing decisions can be made at each intermediate node. This process involves signalling and

rputation. Since, as discussed above, energy and capacity are precious resourc€s in underwater

ironments, in UWASNs dre objective is to deliver event features by exploiting multi-hop paths and

the signalling overhead necessary to construct underwater paths at the same time.

The main differenc€s between terrestrial and undenvater sensor networks can be as follows:

. Cost: Underwater sensors are more expensive devices than terrestrial sensors.

. Deplolr'ment: The deployment is deemed to be more sparse in underwater networks.

. Soatial Correlation: While the readingS from terrestrial s€flsors are often correlate4 this is more

unlikely to happen in underwater networks due to fte higher distance among sensors.

. Power: Higher power is needed in underwater communicafions due to higher distances and to more

complex signal processing at the receiven.

1.4: APPLICATION OF UWSN:

. Agplications for mderwater acoustic seruor networks are:

. Ocean samplinq networks:

Networks of sensors and AUVs, can perform synoptic, cooperative adaptive sampling ofthe 3D coastal

ocean environment. Experimurts such as the Monterey Bay field experiment demonstrated the sdvantages

ofbringing together sophisticated new robotic vehicles with advanced ocean models to improve the ability

to observe and predict the characteristics ofthe oceanic environment.

. Environmental monitoring:

UW-ASNs can perform pollution monitoring. Monitoring of ocean currents and winds, improved

weather forecast, detecting climate change, under-standing and predicting the effect of human activities on

marine ecosystems, biological monitoring such as tracking of fishes or micro-organisms, are other possible

applications. For example, the design and constnrction ofa simple underwater sensor network is described

to detect extreme temperature gradients which are considered to be a breeding ground for certain marine

micro'organisms.
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. Undersea explorations:

Underwater sensor network scan help detecting underwater oil fields or reservoin, determine routes for

laying undersea cables, and assist in exploration for valuable minerals.

. Disaster prevention:

Sensor networks that measure seismic activity from rernote locatiqs can provide tsunami wamings to

. coastal areas, or study the effects of submarine earthquakes (seaquakes).

. Assisted navigation:

Sensors can be used to identify hazards on the seabed locate dangerous rocks or shoals in shallorv

waters, mooring positions, and submerged wrecks.

. Distributed tactical surveillance:

Underwater sensors can collaboratively monitor areas for surveillance, targaing and intrusion d€t€ction

systems. With respect to traditional radar/sonar systems, underwater sensor network scan reach a higher

accuracy, and enable detection and classification oflow signature targets by also combining measures from

different types of senson.

. Mine reconnaissance:

The simultaneous operation ofmultiple AUVs with acoustic and optical sensors can be used to perform

rapid orvironmental assessment and detect objects.

1.5: ISSUES OF ENEGY CONSUMPTION IN UWSN:

The issue of enerry cqservation for underwater WSNs involves developing efficient under*'ater

mmmunicati on and neworking techniques.

A). Reasons of Enerw Waste

When a receiver node receives more than one packet at the same time, thes€ packets are called 'collided

packets" even when they coincide partially. All packets that cause the collision have to be discarded and the

Ftransmissions of these packets are required which increase the energy consumption. Although some packets

could be recovered by a capture effect, a number ofrequirernents have to be achieved for its success.

The second reason of enerry waste is overhearing meaning that a node receives packets that are destined

to other nodes.
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The third energy waste occurs as a result of control packet overhead. Minimal number of control packets

should be used to make a data transmission.

One of the major sources of energy waste is idle listening, i.e., listening to an idle channel to receive

possible traffic.

The last reason for energy waste is over emitting, which is caused by the transmission ofa message when

the destination node is not ready. Given the facts above, a conectly-designed MAC protocol should prevent

these energy wastes.

B). Communication Patterns

Three t)?es of commrmication pattems in wireless sensor networks:

. Broadcast,

. converge cast, and

. local gossip

Broadcast type of communication pattem is generally used by a base station (sink) to transmit some

information to all sensor nodes ofthe network.

Broadcasted information may include queries of sensor query-processing architectures, program updates

for sensor nodes, confol packets for the whole system. The broadcast Ope communication paftem should not

be confused with broadcast type packet.

ln some scenarios, the sensors that detect an intruder communicate with each other locally. This kind of

communication pattem is called local gossip, where a sensor sends a message to its neighbouring nodes

within a range.

The sensors that detect the intruder, then, need to send what they perceive to the information c€n&e. That

communication pattern is called converge cast, where a group of sensors communicate to a specific sensor.

The destination node could be a cluster head, data fusion centre, base station. In protocols that include

clustering, cluster heads communicate with their members and thus the intended receivers may not be all

neighbours ofthe cluster head, but just a subset of the neighbours.

To serve for such scenarios, we define a fourth type of communication pattem, multicast, where a sensor

sends a message to a specific subset of sensors.



1.6: CHALLf,,NGES IN LIWSN:

The major UWSN challenges [9], uol posed by the underwater channels for underwater sensor networking

re as follows:-

o Battery power is limited and usually battoies cannot be recharged, also because solar energy cannot be

exploited;

. The available bandwidth is severely limited;

o Channel characteristics, including long and variable propagation delays, multi-path and fading

problans;

. High bit enor rates;

. Underwater sensors are prone to failures because of fouling, corrosion, etc.

Prtb loss:

Aflenualion. Is mainly provoked by absorption due to conversion of acoustic energy into heat, which

increases with distance and frequurcy. It is also caused by scattering and reverberation (on rough octan surface

and bonom), refraction, and dispersion (due to the displacernent of the reflection point caused by wind on the

surhce). Water depth plays a key role in determining the attenuation.

Geometric Spreading. This refers to the spreading of sound enerry as a result of the expansion of the

wave fronls. It increases with the propagation distance and is indepandant of frequency. There are two common

kinds of geometric spreading: spherical (Omni-directional point source), and cylindrical (horizontal radiation

only).

Noise:

Man made Noise: This is mainly caused by machinery noise (pumps, reduction gears, power plants,

etc.), and shipping activity (hull fouling, animal life on hull, capitation).

Ambient Noise: ls related to hydrodynamics (movement of water including tides, currents, storms, wind,

rain, etc.), seismic and biological phenomena.

Multi-path:

Multi-path propagation may be responsible for severe degtadation of the acoustic communication signal,

since it generates Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). The multi-path geometry depards on the link configuration.

Vertical channels are characterized by little time dispersion, whereas horizontal channels may have sxtremely

long multipath spreads, whose value depend on the water depth.

l4





CHAPTER 2: R-MAC AND SFAMA

2.1: RELATEDWORK:

There has been a tremendous amount of research on the desigr and implementation of UWSNs.

Fig 2. I : The cla*sificdion of MAC protocol

The above figure describes the classification of MAC protocol [2] for underwater sensor network. MAC

protocol is broadly classified into three parts, namely-

A. Contention Free MAC Protocol.

B. Contention Based MAC Protocol.

C. Hybrid

A. Contention Free MAC Protocol:

Contention-fiee MAC protocols have been considered for UWSNs in the earlier research studies.

a

FDMA divides the available frequenry band into sub bands and assigns each sub band to an

individual user. The channel is used only by the user mtil it is released. The bandwidth of the total of the

FDMA channels is smaller than the coherence bandwiddr of original transmission channel. Due to the limited

bandwidth of underwater acoustic channels and the wlnerability of limited band systems to fading and

multipath, the simple FDMA multiple access technique is not suitable for UWSNs.

EI
T-

I
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I
r Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA):

Instead of dividing dte frequency band, TDMA divides a tirne interval, called a frame, into time slots.

Each time slot is assigned to an individual user. Time slots and overhead bits are combined into frarnes.

Collisions of packets from adjacent time slots are prevented by adding guard times. Therefore, TDMA is a

better multiple access technique applied to UWSNs due to its simplicity and flexibility. Due to the large

propagatim delay and delay variance over the acoustic channels, guard time periods need be designed to

separate different chamels and minimize the probability of collisions in data transmissions, which can lead to

lower channel utilizations.

B. Contention Based MAC Protocol:

Random Access:

By the random access approaches, a node simply starts its transmission whenever it has data ready for the

delivay. When a data packa mrives at a receiver, if the receiver is not receiving any other packets and there

is no other packet coming in the period, the receiver can receive this packet successfully. By the random

access approaches, multiple nodes share the transmission medium randomly without any confrol.

ALOHA Protocol:

ALOHA is the simplest random access MAC protocol to be easily implemented without any effort to

prevent collisions. The protocol works as follow. Ifa node has data ready to send, it will send the data at its

will. lf two nodes transmit packets at the same time, a collision occurs. In this case, a retransmission is

required. Some variances based on the ALOHA have been proposed.

In Slotted ALOHA, a node cannot send its packets at any time, but has to wait for the beginning of a

timeslot. Thus, the chances of collisions will be reduced. Due to the long and varying propagation latenry of
the underwater acoustic channel, a study in shows that the Slotted ALOHA protocol cannot get better

performance.

CSMA Protocol:

CSMA is a representative class of random access protocols, where all nodes have to sense the charmel for

a certain period of time before the channel access. The scarce resources of the channel can be utilized much

better if users listen to the channel before transmitting a packa. In, an Ordered CSMA for UWASNs has been

proposed.
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Without the handshake mechanism and control packets, the Ordered CSMA, uses a round-robin

scheduling and CSMA to avoid collisions. The Ordered CSMA scheme allows multiple carriers from multiple

sources to propagate at the same time.

Handshakine:

Another important type of the contention-based MAC protocol is the handshaking protocol, which is

essentially a group of the reservation-based protocols. The basic idea of the handshaking or the reservation-

based schemes is that a transmitter has to capture the channel before sending any data.

MACA-MN Protocol:

The MACA-MN utilizes a handshaking scherne in order to avoid collisions and alleviate the hidden

terminal problem in multi-hop under water networks. In addition, the MACA-MN goes one step firther as fte

packet rain is actually formed for multiple neighboring nodes simultaneously. However, due to the long

duration of each handshake, the average waiting time can be very long before a node gains control of the

clrannel for transmi ssion

2.2: R-MAC Protocol Design:

ln this protocol, we first describe briefly the basic ideas of R-MAC [8], then we describe the three phases of

R-MAC in details. After that, we focus on the scheduling algorithms on both sender and receiver.

2.2.1 Oveniew of R-MAC:

ln R-MAC, to reduce the en€rgy waste on idle state and overhearing each node works in listen and sleep

modes periodically. The durations for listen and sleep are the same for all nodes, and each node randomly

selects its own schedule, as means that no centralized scheduling and synchronization are required in R-MAC.

For any node, if there is no traffic in its neighborhood, it simply listens and sleeps periodically. When a node

(i.e., sender) wants to send data to another node (i.e., receiver), R-MAC employs a resenation based approach

to synchrmize, in a distributed way, trmsmissions to avoid data collisions.

R-MAC has three phases namely latency detection, poiod announcement, and periodic operation. The

first two phases are used to synchronize nodes in the neighborhood and the third one is for lister/sleep

operaions. A node in the latency detection phase detects the propag;ation latency ro all its neighbon.

IE



In the period announcement phase, each node randomly selects its own listen/sleep schedule and
broadcasts this schedule. The data (ifthere are any) are transmitted in the periodic operation phase.

2.2.2 Phase One: Latency Detection:

In this phase' all nodes are power on. Each node randomly selects a time to broadcast a control Dacket.
called Neighbor Discovery packet, denoted as ND.

Upon receiving NDs from its neighbors, a node records the arrival times of these NDs, then randomly
selects a time to transmit an acknowledgnent packet, denoted as ACK-ND, which has the same packet size as

ND, for each of the NDs it receives. In each ACK-ND, the node specifies the duration from the arrival time of
the ND packet to the transmission time of this ACKND packet, 12. After receiving an ACK-ND, a node

computes tie interval from the time that the corresponding ND packet is fansmitted to the arrival time of the
ACK-ND' Il. Then the propagation latancy, L, between the two nodes can be calculated as L - ut-l2l/2.

Therefore, the propagation latency L between two nodes is the interval fiom the time the first node sends

the fint bit ofa packet to the time the second node receives the last bit of the packet. An example is illustrated
in Figrue 2.2' Node A sands an ND packet and records the time. Upon receiving this packet, node B randomly
delays some time period IB and sends an ACK-ND packet back to node A. Node B specifies in the ACK-ND
packet the time interval IB, its ID and the ID ofND packet. Upon receiving this packet, node A computes the
time interval from the transmission time of its ND packa to the arriva.l time of ACK-ND packeg IA. Then
node A calculates the propagation latency to node Bas LAB: (IA-IBy2.

F ig 2.2: Latency Measurement
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Propagation latency I includes transmission delay and propagation delay. Since the system and network

architecture in sensor nodes are relatively simple, the transmission delay is mainly determined by the

hardware and the size of the packe4. Thus its variance is negligible. The propagation delay is mainly depends

on the sound speed in water, which might be affected by many factors such as temperature and pressure.

However, for a short time period, it is reasonable to assume that the sorurd speed in water is constant, i.e.,

propagation delay does nol change in a short time period. Therefore, propagation latency L is accurate and

stable for a short time period.

With time going, latency measurements become more and more inaccurate due to clock drift and varying

sound speed. Thus, it is desirable that these measurement will be updated after a period of time, as can be

done through the message exchange in the third phase. After the latency detection phase, each node records

the propagation latencies to all ofits neighbors.

2.2.3 Phase Two: Period Announcement:

ln this phase, each node randomly selects its own start time of the listen/sleep periodic operations (i.e., the

third phase) and broadcasts this time (we also call it schedule). After receiving broadcast packets, each node

converts the received times (schedules) to its own time (schedule). As shown in Figure 2.3, node A, randomly

selects its listen/ sleep schedule, and announces this schedule by broadcasting a synchronization packet,

denoted as SYN. There are two fields in this packet: node A's ID and time interval IA, which specifies the

interval liom the time to send SYN to the beginning time of its third phase. Upon receiving a SYN packet

from node A, node B calculates the time interval from the arrival time of this SYN packet to the starting time

of its third phase, IB. Then node B converts the schedule ofnode A relative to its own schedule by IB - IA +

LAB, where LAB is the propagation latency from node A to node B.

Fis 2.3: Schedule Conversion



ln the second phase of R-MAC, each node records the schedules of its neighbors relative to its own

schedule. In the real implementation, the first two phases can run multiple rounds to make sure that all the

nodes in the network have complete information about their neighbors.

2.2.4 Phase Three: Periodic Operation:

In this phase, nodes wake up and sleep periodically. We call one lister/sleep cycle as one period. All

nodes have the same periods. One period, denoted as T0, consists ofnvo parc: listen window, denoted as TL,

and sleep window TS. Thus T0 : TL + TS. In R-MAC, nodes communicate through REV/ACKREV/

DATA/ACK-DATA message exchange, where REV denotes the reservation packet, ACK-REV is the

acknowledglent packet for REV, and ACK-DATA is the acknowledgnent packet for data DATA.

All the control packets in RMAC, namely REV, ACK-REV and ACK-DATA have the same size, which is

much smaller than that of data packets. When a node has data to send, it first sends a REV to res€rve a time

slot at the receiver. If the receiver is ready for data transmission, it will noti! all its neighbors about the

reserved time slot by ACK-REVs. Upon receiving.ACKREVs, all the nodes other than the sender keep silent

in their corresponding time slots, and the sender can send data at the reserved time slot.

In R-MAC, data are ransmitted in a burst. A node queues its data for the same receiver until it captures

the channel, then injects all the queued data. The receiver sends back an ACK-DATA to the sender at the end

of the burst transmission. In other words, in order to reduce the control packet overhead and improve the

channel utilization, the receiver acknowledges per bunt instead of per packet. ne maximurn nrrmber of data

packets allowed in a burst is 3.We refer to this technique as burst-based acknowledgement. R-MAC treats

ACK-REVs as the highest priority packets and reserves the first part of the listen window exclusively for

ACK-REV packets. We call this reserved part R-window, denoted as TR, which is the maximum possible

duration ofa control packet. The rationale of this desigrr is the following: ACK-REV is used by the receiver to

notifr its neighbors of not intemrpting the subsequent data transmission. If a node misses an ACK-REV, it

possibly interferes the subsequent data transmission. As for the case of missing a REV or ACK-DATA, no

data collisions will be caused.

In R-MAC, nodes only have to sense the channel in their R-windows to get the information about the

subsequent data transmission. If a node receives an ACK-REV in its R-window, then this node knows the

duration of the subsequent data fransmission and keeps silent during that time period. However, when a node

senses the channel busy in its R-window, but cannot receive an ACK-REV clearly (i.e., there is an ACK-REV

collision), it will back ofl When a node is in back off state, it still needs to sense the channel in its R-window

and updates the usage information of the channel in its neighborhood.
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Since R-windows are desigred for receiving ACKREVs, all other types of packets (including REV,

DATA. and ACK-DATA) have to avoid R-windows.

To achieve this purpose, in R-MAC, all nodes have to carefully schedule the transmission of control and

data packets. The scheduling algorithms at both the sender and receiver should guarantee that only ACK-

REVs can propagate to any node in its R-window, and all other control packets such as REVs and ACK-

DATAs are scheduled to arrive at the targst in its listen window and data packets are scheduled to arrive at the

intended receiver in its reserved time slot. We discuss the scheduling algorithms next.

2.2.5 Scheduling at Sender:

When a node has queued data packets and is in idle state, it then schedules to send a REV to the intended

receiver so that the REV arrives in the receiver's listen window and. at the same time. avoids the R-windows

of all its neighbors. The sender first maps the whole listen window of the intended receiver and the R-

windows of its neighbors into its own time line, then marks all the mapped R-windows which fall in the

mapped listen window. After that, it divides the unmarked part (i.e., the available part) of the mapped listen

window into slots by the duration ofone control packet and randomly selects one slot as the time to transmit

thc REV.

The REV specifies the required data duration and the offset of the to-be-reserved time slot to the

beginning of its current period. When the sender calculates the duration needed to transmit the queued data

packets, it has to count the time to skip the mapped R-windows of its neighbors. Figre 2.4 illustrates the

scheduling algorithm at the sender.

l,lodc D

Nod€ c (R)

NodG B

Noda A (S) _trfrvi
-A1i+,c -i

-lo
Fig 2.4: Scheduling at sender
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In this figure, node A is dre sender and node C is the intended receiver. Node A maps the listen window of

node C, the R-windows of nodes C, B and D into to its time line as TAC, MC, MB and MD, respectively.

When node A schedules to send a REV to node C, it randomly selects a slot from the unmarked part ofTAC,

denoted as W& to send the REV packet.

The REV packet will arrive at node C during its listen window without interfering other nodes in their R-

windows. In the REV packet, node A specifies the offset of the reserved time slot to the hginning of its

current period, denoted as IO, and the duration of the reserved time slot, denoted as ID, which includes the

transmission time of all the data packets (Dl, D2 and D3 in the figure) and the time to skip the mapped R-

window ofnode D, MD. The scheduling algorithm at the sender guarantees that no REV arrives in any node's

R-window in its neighborhood. Furthennore, once lhe channel is granted, no dara packet arrives in any node's

R-window since the sender avoids all the R-windows ofits neighbors when it transmits data packets.

2.2.6 Scheduling at Receiver:

Once a reservation is selected, the receiver first schedules the transmission of ACK-REVs, and based on

this schedule, arranges a time slot for the selected reservation. During the reserved time slot, the receiver

powers on and waits for incoming data packets. After a pre-defined interval, if it does not receive any data

packets as scheduled, it simply quits the receiving state and goes back to the periodic listen/sleep. After the

receiver receives data packets in a bust, it schedules the transmission of ACK-DATA so that the ACK-DATA

arrives in the sender's listen window.

2.2.7 Scheduling Algorithm for ACK-REVs:

To avoid data transmission interference, the receiver should grrarantee that before the sender receives its

ACK-REV, all the receiver's neighbors have already been notified the reserved time slot. Therefore, when the

sender reccives the ACK-REV from the receiver, it is already granted tre channel for the subsequent data

transmission. The receiver sends ACK-REV packets to its neighbors in their mapped R-windows to guafimtee

ftat these CKREVs arrive during their R-windows. However, the mapped R-window to send ACK-REV to

the sender is the earliest mapped R-window which is geater than Si : Mi+2xl-i, i is any of the receiver's

neighbors other than the sender, where Mi is the mapped R-window of node i at the receiver and Li is the

propagation latency from the receiver to node i. Here we introduce an additional one-way delay to handle the

following case: after the receiver sends out an ACK-REV to one neiglrbor, it is possible that the neighbor

fransmits an ACK-REV (for another pair of transmission) to the receiver.

In such case, the receiver checks if the reserved time slot pacified in the incoming ACK-REV conflicts

with its transmission of ACK-REVs.



Ifyes, the receiver stops scheduling to send ACK-REVs. Otherwise, the receiver records the reserved time

slot, continues to transmit its ACK-REVs and prepares for incoming data packets. In some cases, the mapped

R-windows at the receiver possibly overlap each other. In an even rare case, the receiver's own R-window

overlaps with the mapped Window of some neighbor.

These special cases can be effectively hafldled in the second phase of R-MAC: period annowtcement. ln

the second phase, if a node finds out either one of these cases ocqrs, the node re-schedules its periodic

sleep/listen.

Since the duration ofa R-window is very short compared with the duration of one period, for example, in

our implementation of R-MAC, TR < l0ms and T : ls, it only takes a few rounds for nodes to randomly

select their schedules to avoid such cases.

2.2.8 Scheduling Algorithm for Reservcd Time Slot:

When the receiver determines the reserved time slot, it has to leave enough time for the ACK-REV to

reach the sender and for the daa packets to propagate from the sender to the receiver. Since the offset of the

reserved time slot within a period of the sender is already specified in the REV packet, the receiver computes

the oflset of the reserved time slot to its own period and arranges the reserved time slot according to the

transmission time of its ACK-REVs.

The reserved time slot is the earliest time slot that is greater than Ss = Ms + 2 x Ls, where Ms is the

m4@ R-window of the sender on the receiver and Ts is the propagation latency from the receiver to the

sender. Therefore, when the sender receives the ACK-REV, it has enough time to deliver its data packets to

the receiver in the reserved time slot. In each ACK-REV packet, the receiver specifies the interval from the

transmission time ofthis ACK-REV to the reserved time slot and the duration of the reserved time slot.

2.2.9 Scheduling Algorithm for ACK-DATA:

When the receiver receives all the data packets, it schedules to acknowledge fte data burst. R-MAC feats

REV and ACK-DATA in the same way. That is, the receiver uses the same scheduling algorithm for REVs to

schedule an ACKDATA. It needs to make sure that the ACK-DATA arrives at the sender in its listen window.

In the ACK-DATA packet, the receiver indicates whether a packet is received or comrpted by a bit vector.

2.2.10 Giving an Example:

Now, we use an example to illustrate the scheduling at the receiver. Referring to Figure 2.5, again, node

A is the sender
24
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Fig 2.5: Scheduling at Recerver

And node C is the receiver. MA, MB, and MD are the mapped R-windows at node C for nodes A, B,

and D respectively. Node C transmits ACK-REVs for node B and D fint, then transmits ACK-REV for

node A. SD is the earliest time that MA could be sche&rled and SA is the lower bound for the final reserved

time slot.

2.3: SFAMA Protocol Design:

A medium access control (MAC) protocol suitable for an underwater acoustic network is proposed and

analyzed. The protocol is based on a charmel access discipline called floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA)

whidr combines both canis sensing (CS) and a dialogue between the source and rec€iver prior to data

transmission. Duing the initial dialogue, control packas are exchanged beween the source nodc and the

intended destination node to avoid multiple ffansmissions at the same time. Special attention is paid to the

networks that are not fully connected, in which nodes can be hidden from each other. The new protocol uses

time sloning and is thus called Slotted FAMA [81. Time slotting eliminates the need for excessively long

conrol packets, thus providing savings in energy.

Protocol performance in throughput and delay is assessed through simulation of a mobile ad hoc

underwater network, showing the existence of optimal power level to be us€d for a given user density. The

original FAMA protocol in underwater acoustic networts would not be efficient due to the required length of

tlre RTS and CTS packets. At the same time, violating these conditions would lead to data collisions.

To overcome this problem, a protocol should prevant the nodes from sending packets when data is being

s€nt. To igrore collision widrout meeting the conditions of the FAMA protocol, a restriction must be imposed

on the times when packets can be sent. This can be accomplished by slotting the time to eliminate the

asynchronous nature of the protocols.
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Each packet has to be transmitted at the beginning ofone slot. Namely, it has to allow all the nodes to

rceive the information required, so that they will know whether transmitting at the beginning of the following

dot will interfere with an ongoing transmission. This can be achieved with a slot lenglh of r + y, where r is the

maximum propagation delay and ), is the transmission tirne ofa CTS packet. In this manner it is guaranteed that

an RTS or a CTS packet transmitted at fte beginning ofa slot is received by all the nodes within transmission

range over the duration of one slot. This new protocol is known as Slotted FAMA.

2.3. I : Alsorithm defi nition:

^ ttra

B RTS

c7s

crg acr(

C <l.to6 L! t'rd.d{ial6!.

Fig.2.6. A successful handshake between terminals A and B in slotted FAMA.

When a node wants to send a packet it waits until the next slot and transmits an RTS packet. This packet is

received by the destination node and all the tsrminals in the neighborhood of the source node within the slot

time. The destination node then sends a CTS packet at the beginning of the next slot. This packet is also

received within the slot time by the source node and all the terminals in the range of the destination node, When

the source terminal has received the CTS it knows that it has pamission to trdnsmit, so it waits until the

beginning offte next slot and then starts sending the data packet. When the receiver has the entire data packet it
sends an ACK packet to indicate that the transmission has been successful.

A successful handshake is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Slotted FAMA is based on carrier sensing. This means

lhat terminals are constantly listening to the channel. Terminals stay in idle state until they sense the carrier in

the charnel or until they have a packet ready to transmit. Ifa packet is ready to be transmitted at the beginning

ofa slot and no carrier has been detected, terminal sends an RTS and waits two slots to receive a CTS packet. If
no CTS is received during this time, a collision is assumed and the terminal goes to back off state for a random

number of slots. After that, the RTS packet is re-sent if no carrier has been sensed during the back off time.

When CTS is successfi.rlly received, the tenninal will start sending the data packet in the next slot.



CHAPTER 3: PROPOSED WORK AND RESULTS

3.1: Tools:

3.1.1: Aqua- Sim: An NS-2 Based Simulator:
Aqua-Sim is a network simulator, for underwater sensor networks I41, t5l, t7l. Aqua-Sim is based on NS-

2, one of the most widely used network simulators. Aqua-Sim effectively simulates the attenuation of
underwater acoustic channels and the collision behaviours in long delay acoustic networks. Moreover, Aqua-

Sim supports three-dimensional network deployment and provides a nch set ofbasic and advanced protocols.

Developed on the basis of NS-2, Aqua-Sim can effectively simulate acoustic signal attenuation and

packet collisions in underwater sensor networks. Further, Aqua-Sim can easily be integated with the existing
codes in NS-2. In NS-2, Aqua-Sim is in parallel with the CMU wireless simulation package.

Aqua-Sim follows the object-oriented design style of NS-2. Cunently, Aqua-Sim is organized into four
folders, UW common, Uw mac, UW routing and UW tcl. The codes simulating underwater sensor nodes and

fraffic are grouped in folder UW common; the codes simulating acoustic channels and MAC protocols are

organized in fte folder of UW mac. The folder UW routing contains all routing protocols. The folder UW tcl
includes all Otcl script examples to validate Aqua-Sim.

N92 Baslcs

Fig 3_ l: Relationship between Aqua-Sim and other packages ofNS-2

We start Aqua-Sim with the command'ns <tclscript>' where '<tclscript>' is the name of a Tcl script file
which defines our simulations.

3.1.2: NETWORK SIMULATOR 2 (2.30):

Setting up a network to do some real experiments is the best way for srudying about communication in
intemet. However, setting a network is not easy and costly. For this reason a virtual network orovided bv
network simulator is used for experiment in only one computer.
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Specially, NS2 [3] which is free and easy to use is the popular all over the world.
. Is E discrete ev€nt simulat& for networking reserch

. Work at packet level.

o Simulate wired and wireless network.

c Is primarily UND( based.

o Use TCL as its scriging knguage.

NS2 use Tcl (Tool Command Langrage) language for creating simulation scenario file (for example,
umple.rcl). Network topolog, transmission time, using protocol etc. are defined in scenario file. If we
qocrse fiiis sceoario filc, the sinulatim rcsult will bc oflt to outtr md ou.nrm file. Outr kecp all the
infcmation about communication is written in this file. We can find out the way a packet was fawarded.
This fle is called as Eace file. Out.nam contains the data for animation of the oeeriment result. This file can

be o<ecuted by Nam, 6n rnim6i66 ssftwo€.

Fig 3.2: Netuork Simulaor 2 (2.30)

Execute Simuletion end stsrt Nrm:

Execute by blow command linq simulation will be started.

nssmple.tcl

After sinulation finish running Nam will be started and show the animation of simulation.

nam out nam
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1.2: Proposed Work:

In our project, we proposed a scheme based on acknowledgement of Data packets. RMAC maintains a

sequence-number for each Data packet and also schedules Acknowledgement-Data (AckData) packet after

anival of each Data burst. In RMAC maximum three data packets can be present per burst. In our proposed

scheme, Acknowledgement-Data (AckData) packets are sends only afier arrival of the last Data packet as a

cummulative way. The scheduling frnction for AckData will not execute, until and unless the conditional

statement does not satisry that it is the last packet. Our scherne will not hamper any subsequent transfer of data

packet because RMAC reserves a time slot for a node to data transfer, within which all the nodes other than

sender and receiver go to sleep mode. And firthermore if RMAC once gmnted the reservation time slot, it

cnntinues the transmission of dau packet till the end of the reversed time slot. Thus our proposed scheme

reduce control packets overhead in the network, enhance full channel utilization to sender and consume less

€nergy.

3.3: Performance f,valuation:

3.3.1: NAM ANIMATOR:

.. t_ < l___-_----!-____l---------l_ .!!r! a.b

Fig 3.5: Nam Animator 'l



Fig 3.6: Nam Animator 2

This is a narn animator showing the packet transmission from one node to another. Here 0 is the sinft node

whereas all the other nodes are the source nodes. The arrow mark pointing upwards is the zoom in pointer and

fte arrow mark pointer downwards is the zoom out pointer.

3.4: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

3.4.1: Enerw Consumption:

During transrnitting and receiving of the packets in a network each node consumes some amomt of enerry.

In UWSN the energy consumption is a very important parameter to determine the efficiency of a network

protocol. As we have selected RMAC Protocol for our proposed system because it consume less energy as

compared with other protocols. In our research project we have shown that each node requires some energy

therefore as we increase the number ofnodes, the el€f,gy consumption also increases proportionally.
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Fig 3.8: Time vs. Energr consumption

As we see in the graph Oat energr consumption is pnoportimal to fte time. This gra.ph clearly shows that

wheo time increases cmsumpio of enagy also increases.



Fig 3 9: Time vs. Energy Remaining

When we observe the trace file of our TCL progrzxn then we have seen that the remaimng energ-v decreases

when the time increases. We have plotted the time in the x-axis and energy remaining in the y-a,ris on the graph

so we have noticed that the energy graph nroves downward in fig 3.8 and moves upward in the fig 3.9.

Fig -j l0: Time vs. Energy Consumption

ll



Fig 3 I l. Time vs. Energy Consumption

Fig 3.l2: 1-ime vs Energy Consumption



CIIAPTER 4: CONCLUSION AI\D FURTIJRD WORKS

: Conclusions:

In un ptoject, we took RMAC protocol, ar encrry effcient underwatd MAC protocol as a ref€rence to

and improve its perfcmmce. Also we took SFAMA an mderwater MAC protocol of sme category

RMAC i.e. both frll under Contention bosed of hnrddraking typc of single channel. We have simulated

ftc protoools and fqrnd RMAC mce encrgt cffcicnt ltn SFAMA Hencc we chose RMAC to impmve

in r€spect of eoergr effciency. Thus matysing lh€ RMAC theoretically, we proposod a sch€me to

the energr efrcieacy by sending the acloowlodgement d thc end of lhe cmmuniccim of all the Dm

deoeasing cffiol peclet ovatead and crcrry apcoditrc. Also by simulf,ng it in Aqusim simuldor

have prom orr proporoit schrm€ mat cncrry €ficicnt fre fte RMAC.

FuturtlVork:
In R-Mac prdocol, all trc nodcs in a ffrilqt $mchmized wilh ea.h oth€r hrt if a singlc node gets down,

a nerw node is added in fte naworlq lhcn lhc trcw nodc can't ryrchronize with eaoh other. So in ftnne we

to wort in that ale4 so frat ifa node gsts down aod a ncw node is addcd to the neworts, then it caa easily

to €ach oth€r.
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